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Ultra-Compact Tuner with Polyphonic, 
Chromatic and Strobe Modes plus 109-LED 
Display for Ultimate Tuning Performance

Tuners

POLYTUNE 2 MINI

## Ultra-compact tuner with 
polyphonic, chromatic and strobe 
tuning for fast and accurate tuning

## Super-bright 109-LED display and 
an ambient light detector provide 
an instant and clear readout in all 
viewing conditions

## Tiny footprint easily fits on any 
pedal board

## Polyphonic tuning allows you to 
tune all your strings at once

## Lightning-fast chromatic tuner 
offers 0.5 cent accuracy

## Ultra-precise strobe tuner gives 
you ±0.1 cent accuracy for ultimate 
tuning performance

## Tuner magnet feature slows the 
needle when you get close to the 
target pitch, making it easy to 
tune up fast

## Automatically switches between 
polyphonic and monophonic tuning 
modes based on how many strings 
you play

## True bypass and silent tuning 
footswitch provides optimum clarity 
and zero high-end loss when the 
pedal is off

## Internal memory retains preferences 
even after power down so you only 
have to set things once

## Flat, “Drop D” and capo tuning 
settings for total tuning flexibility

## 3-Year Warranty Program*

## Designed and engineered 
in Denmark

*Warranty details can be found at musictri.be.

Perfect Pitch

Our mission since introducing 
POLYTUNE to the world in 2010, has 
simply been to make tuning better, 
faster and more awesome. With 
POLYTUNE 2 MINI, you get a tuner that 
does all of that – by the truckload!

With its ultra-bright display, 
groundbreaking polyphonic tuning 
mode, insanely fast and accurate 
strobe tuner, POLYTUNE 2 MINI serves 
up a massive upgrade for your pedalboard – while claiming very little 
of your precious pedalboard real estate. Pure POLYTUNE Win!

•   Super small footprint

•   Polyphonic, chromatic and ultra-precise strobe tuning modes

•   Retina-scorching bright display
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Guided by the Light
As if packing our award-winning PolyTune technology into a tiny enclosure wasn’t enough, we managed 
to pack in 109 ultra-bright LEDs to ensure that no matter what, you get an instant and clear readout 
with regards to your tuning. And you know what that means? Less time spent tuning – and more 
time rockin’!

Attuned to Your Board
Staying in tune is without any doubt the most important thing in music, but that doesn’t mean that a 
tuner should take up valuable space on your pedalboard. With POLYTUNE 2 MINI you don’t just get a 
small tuner, you get the SMALLEST polyphonic tuner in the world! So besides getting a super fast and 
precise tuner, you also get room for more gear. POLYTUNE 2 MINI just keeps on giving.
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You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own 
MUSIC Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality 
assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have 
one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 
Warranty program.

Pocket-sized Precision
By transferring our ultra-precise chromatic strobe tuner from the POLYTUNE 2 to this highly compact 
enclosure, we’ve actually managed to blow our own minds! You get ± 0.1 cent of tuning accuracy, which 
is technical mumbo jumbo for “Damn, that’s great”! So whether you need a quick tune-up on stage, 
try out a new altered tuning, or just setup your intonation with unparalleled precision, POLYTUNE 2 
MINI has all bases covered.

https://www.musictri.be/
https://www.tcelectronic.com/brand/tcelectronic/service-warranty/P0DD7
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For service, support or more information contact the TC ElECTRoniC location nearest you:

Europe 
 MUSIC Tribe Brands UK Ltd.
Tel: +44156 273 2290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

USA/Canada 
 MUSIC Tribe Commercial NV Inc.
Tel: +1 702 800 8290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

Japan 
 MUSIC Tribe Services JP K.K.
Tel: +81 3 6231 0453 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

MUSIC Tribe accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.  
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MidaS, KlaRK TEKniK,  
lab GRuPPEn, laKE, Tannoy, TuRboSound, TC ElECTRoniC, TC HEliCon, bEHRinGER, buGERa and COOLAUDIO are trademarks or registered trademarks of MUSIC Tribe Global  
Brands Ltd. © MUSIC Tribe Global Brands Ltd. 2018 All rights reserved.
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